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Computerized adaptive testing (CAT) was initially developed as a psychometric tool
for the efficient estimation of the ability of a student. Because of technological and
psychometrical developments, CAT can now meet practical conditions and can also
have other purposes than the mere estimation of ability. It can be applied in not only
summative but also formative settings. In this paper, attention is given to the goals of
testing in education and the different CAT algorithms serving these purposes. In particular,
the approach of multi-segment adaptive testing is described. A multi-segment CAT
consists of a number of segments, each with its own algorithm and branching rules.
In this approach, practical constraints can be implemented in CATs. Furthermore, having
a different testing purpose per segment for possibly different parts of the population is
possible. The method will be illustrated with a CAT that has been developed as a part of
an operational student monitoring system, which is a spelling test of Dutch words.
Keywords: computerized adaptive testing, multi-segment testing, goals of educational testing, spelling ability,
item response theory

INTRODUCTION
In developing tests in education, the most important phase is specification. In this phase, the
purpose and the practical conditions in which testing should take place are clarified. The specific
intended uses of test results put special demands on the way tests are composed. The same is the
case if computerized adaptive testing (CAT) is applied in education.
CAT was initially developed as an individualized testing system which focuses on the efficient
estimation of the ability of a student (Lord, 1970; Wainer, 2000; Van der Linden and Glas, 2010).
Using an item response theory (IRT)-calibrated item bank, a CAT algorithm ensures that each test
taker receives an optimal test. The algorithm selects items from the item bank tailored to the ability
of the test taker, as determined from the test taker’s responses during the testing. In applications the
efficient measurement on one subject or dimension in one testing session was the main focus.
Because of technological and psychometrical developments and successful applications
(Reckase, 1989), CAT has evolved from a mere psychometric tool for the efficient estimation of
student ability to a testing mode that can meet practical constraints and serve different testing
purposes. Meeting practical constraints are traditionally successfully implemented as modifications
of the item selection part of the algorithm. To serve different educational purposes numerous
customized parts of CAT algorithms, models or procedures, have been developed.
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In this paper, the multi-segment adaptive testing approach
will be presented. This approach can be used to develop CATs
for possibly serving a variety of educational testing goals and
meeting practical restrictions in one testing session. It offers a
general framework for existing or new ways to develop CATs
with possibly related multiple parts. First, however, a summary
of the basic CAT elements and some of its extensions will be
given. Second, the main purposes of testing in education will be
presented. Finally, the approach will be presented and illustrated
extensively with an example CAT developed as a part of an
operational pupil monitoring system. In simulation studies of
this multi segment CAT the expected measurement accuracy and
the relation with the testing goals will be discussed.

BACKGROUND
CATs presuppose the availability of a calibrated item bank.
An item bank is a collection of items constructed to measure
a well-defined construct or ability. It also contains various
characteristics of each item. These characteristics may relate to
content or administrative information, but the item parameters
derived from the calibration, or the estimation and establishment
of model fit with an IRT model, are most important. In the case
of dichotomously scored items, a commonly used IRT model is
the two-parameter logistic model (2PL) (Birnbaum, 1968). In this
model, the probability of correctly answering item i, Xi = 1is
related to the ability θ of a student:
pi (θ ) = P(Xi = 1| θ ) =

exp(ai (θ − bi ))
,
1 + exp(ai (θ − bi ))

(1)

where bi is the location or difficulty parameter, and ai is the
discrimination parameter of item i.
CATs are governed by a testing algorithm. This algorithm is
a set of rules determining the way CATs are started, continued
and terminated. In Figure 1, a schematic representation of a CAT
algorithm is given.
Item selection, estimation and stopping are the main
psychometric parts of CATs. In basic CAT algorithms, the
likelihood function of θ is used to estimate the ability of a student
(Cheng and Liou, 2000). Considering the scores on kitems xi , i =
1, ..., k, this function is given by

L(θ ; x1 , ..., xk ) =

k
Y

pi (θ )xi (1 − pi (θ )1−xi ).

FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of an adaptive test.

With the estimate θ̂k , the standard error of the estimatese(θ̂k )is
determined also (see (4)), which is an indication of the accuracy
by which the ability is estimated. In basic CATs, se(θ̂k )is often
used in a stopping criterion (Babcock and Weiss, 2012); if se(θ̂k )is
below a certain level, testing is stopped.
In (3), the likelihood L(θ ; x1 , ..., xk ) is weighted by another
function of the ability: Li (θ ).This item information function plays
a major role in the selection of items. This function expresses
the contribution that an item can give to the accuracy of the
measurement of a student. This is readily seen because the
standard error of the ability estimate can be written in terms of
the sum of the item information of all the administered items.

(2)

i=1

In estimating θ after every administered item, this likelihood
function is maximized with respect to θ , giving a maximum
likelihood estimate of a student’s ability. Because of the bias of
this estimate (Warm, 1989), the maximization of the weighted
likelihood is preferred. This estimate after kadministered items is
given by
θ̂k = max (
θ

k
X

Ii (θ ))1/2 L(θ ; x1 , ..., xk ).

v
u k
uX
se(θ̂k ) = 1/t
Ii (θ̂k ).

The larger is the item information, the smaller is the
contribution to the standard error. In 2PL, the information

(3)

i=1
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function is given by (5):
Ii (θ ) = a2i pi (θ )(1 − pi (θ )) =

a2i exp(ai (θ − βi ))
(1 + exp(ai (θ − βi )))2

.

individuals are made based on test results. The major kinds of
decisions are selection, classification, placement and certification
decisions. Selection takes place, for instance, during admission to
a university. In contrast to selection, with classification decisions,
all students tested will proceed in education; they are assigned
to different programs in schools. Placement decisions involve
whether individuals participate in remedial programs or in
programs for very talented students. In certification, the main
emphasis is on establishing whether minimum competencies for
a (part of a curriculum leading to a) certain school diploma or
profession have been reached.
In formative assessments or assessments to support learning,
three main approaches are presented in the educational literature
(Van der Kleij et al., 2015). The first is data-based decision making
(Schildkamp et al., 2013), in which the basic idea is that decisions
made by teachers on the progress of the learning of students
should not be made only intuitively but should be based on data.
The results of testing are the most important data. The tests of
student monitoring systems have this as their main goal. The
major concern of testing here is to establish what is learned.
This characteristic distinguishes it from the second approach,
assessment for learning (Stobart, 2008), in which the focus is
not on the outcomes of learning but on learning itself. The
item-based learning environments of MathGarden (Klinkenberg
et al., 2011) are an example of an application of this approach
in an automated environment. If the main focus of assessment
is on how students learn, we have the third approach, which is
diagnostic testing. In diagnostic testing, detailed information is
gathered about the learning process on the basis of a cognitive
theory, and the purpose is to identify the steps in the development
or misconceptions of learning among students. For more details
on the theoretical underpinnings and the common and different
elements of these three approaches, please see the work of Van
der Kleij et al. (2015).
CAT has evolved to a testing mode that can serve
different testing purposes, whilst meeting practical conditions.
Traditionally, it has been mainly applied for summative
assessment. Although efficient estimation of the ability is
common in CATs for summative assessment, but, for instance,
specific algorithms are used if the goal to classify students (Eggen
and Straetmans, 2000). In formative assessment, a wide variety of
algorithms attuned to the purpose of testing has been developed.
Examples are that in the work of Cheng (2009) for diagnostic
testing and that in the study of Wauters et al. (2010) for the
assessment for learning. The current paper uses an example of
data-based decision making in the multi-segment CAT approach,
which will be introduced next.

(5)

In the first developed CATs, item selection was based solely
on the psychometric criterion of maximum information. The
increasing number of CAT applications has resulted in greater
consideration given to content-based and practical requirements
or conditions (Reckase, 1989). Constraints are successfully
implemented as modifications of the item selection part of
the algorithm. For item selection, a wide range of methods is
available to meet practical conditions [see, e.g., Eggen, 2008]. The
most important imposed restrictions are content, exposure and
difficulty control.
With content control, the desired content specification of the
test, such as demands that subdomains of the measured ability are
represented in a certain proportion, is met in each CAT. Ways of
implementing this easily and effectively are given by Kingsbury
and Zara (1991) and Van der Linden (2010a). In unconstrained
CATs, although every student, in principle, receives a different
test, a group of items is commonly found to be administered
very frequently, whereas other items are hardly ever administered
or never at all. Measures controlling over- and under-exposure
overcome practical problems, such as security problems, with
this (see Revuelta and Ponsoda (1998) and Barrada et al. (2009)
for an evaluation of a number of exposure control methods). In
difficulty control the goal is to have a certain desired of success
probability for student on items. In non-constrained CATs, the
items are chosen for an individual student at the current ability
estimate where this probability is 50%. In practice, students
perceive CAT tests as very difficult, and this could have negative
effects, such as enhanced test anxiety. An algorithm that adapts
the success probability on items without substantially losing
measurement precision can be found in the work of Eggen and
Verschoor (2006).
Common to these conditions is that they all have a small
detrimental effect on the measurement accuracy of the CAT, as
found in the references mentioned above. However, the size of
the loss in accuracy is generally not considerable in comparison
to the advantages of fulfilling practical requirements.
Even more important is the assertion that the choices for
certain elements in CAT algorithms can be chosen in a way that
specific goals of testing can be better served. Initially, CATs were
developed for an individual efficient estimate of the ability of a
student, and this aligns only with a limited number of testing
purposes in education. Educational testing can have many goals,
which will be described in the following section.

MULTI-SEGMENT COMPUTERIZED
ADAPTIVE TESTING

Goals of Educational Testing
The goals of testing or assessment at the individual level in
education can be classified into two main areas: assessment of
learning and assessment to support the learning of an individual
(William and Black, 1996). The results of assessment of learning,
also known as summative assessments, are used to allocate
educational resources and opportunities among individuals.
Typically, after a period of education or training, a decision on
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CATs are commonly considered an efficient measurement
procedure of a construct in one testing session. In the practical
development of CATs, however, meeting test specifications
can result in considering a testing session as consisting of
several connected segments. The multi-segment adaptive testing
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framework was developed to serve a variety of goals and or to
meet practical restrictions in one testing session.
A multi-segment CAT consists of a number segments,
which can have a variety of relations with each other, and
possible branching rules between segments used when the testing
procedure is administered. Each segment is a clearly identified
part of the testing procedure. The main reasons for building
separate elements are as follows:

which the algorithm operates can come from a simultaneous
calibration (e.g., in the case of different response types on
items per segment) or from separate calibrations (e.g., in the
case different psychometric models are used per segment). Each
segment can have a quite complex algorithm with, for instance,
many restrictions in the item selection, but it can also be a linear
testing segment. The segments are connected in a flow in which
branching is possible. The flow between segments can be simply
based on the time needed or available for a segment, But more
often also branching rules, based on results in an earlier segment
determine the flow in the session. These rules can be based on the
underlying psychometrical structure between the segments or on
the specific goals of testing but they can also be motivated by the
inadequacy or inefficiency of a segment for specific subgroups
of the population for whom the complete CAT is designed. In
general, the approach is very flexible and is implemented in the
DOT software package (Verschoor, 2012).
In recent years, interest has increased in the development of
adaptive tests, such as multi-stage testing (MST), in which the
adaptivity is not on the item level but on the level of groups of
items Zenisky et al. (2010). From the results of a routing test,
students are administered an easier or a more difficult test in the
next stage. MST can also be considered and developed as a special
case of multi-segment testing. In the MST case, the segments
themselves are usually linear tests (see, for specific information
on MST, Yan et al., 2014). Furthermore, more sophisticated
variants of MSTs, like (Zheng and Chang’s, 2011) on the fly
multistage test can also be considered as and fit in the framework
of the multi-segment approach.

1. Fulfilling different goals of testing during one testing session
becomes possible by distinguishing different segments. An
example is that in one segment, a classification is made, and
in another, an accurate estimate of the ability of a person
is determined. Another example is that some segments only
consisting of new items on which data are gathered only for
calibration purposes (seeding) could be added.
2. Item content. In computerized testing, many different item
types are available (see, e.g., Scalise and Gifford, 2006). Often,
items have a specific stimulus or answer mode, and they need
a special instruction to be able to answer them. For this reason,
they cannot be intermixed during the same test administration
session with other item types belonging to the same item bank.
3. Subtest content. In educational testing, a clear content
structure in the item bank is often available. Grouping items
with the same content in a segment can enable possible
demands for administering these items subsequently in a
testing session or giving subscores with enough accuracy to
be met. If only representativeness for subdomains is needed
content control within a segment will suffice, but often there
is special interest in subdomains.
4. Segments can be built using the psychometric structure
available in the item bank, that is, using the subsets of
items fitted to separate one-dimensional, possibly differently
modeled,scales. An example of this could be a reading test
in which the first segment is on technical reading modeled
with the Poisson counts model (Rasch, 1960), and the second
segment is on reading comprehension for the items are
modeled with the 2pl (equation (1)). Furthermore, it could
represent the structure established by the fitting of a multidimensional IRT model or a sequence in an adaptive test
battery [see, e.g., Brown and Weiss (1977) and Van der Linden
(2010b)].
5. Segments can be built to meet practical constraints. An
obvious example is the time available for testing: a separate
segment for each available time slot. Another is that for
meeting exposure control demands segments could be built
on the basis of stratification of the discrimination of items as
in the a-stratification method of Chang (1999).
6. Parts of the content of the item bank are sometimes not
suitable for all groups in the population tested because, for
instance, they have not yet been taught in school, or these parts
are far too difficult for some students. With separate segments,
these problems can be dealt with, and efficiency in testing can
be achieved.

WORD SPELLING TEST IN DUTCH
The multi-segment method will be illustrated with CATs that are
developed as a part of the operational student monitoring system
called Cito1 -LOVS. The monitoring and evaluation system of
Cito consists of a coherent set of nationally standardized tests
(paper and computer based) for the longitudinal assessment of
a pupil’s achievement throughout primary education. In this
system a reading and spelling test are used for the detection of
dyslexia (Keuning et al., 2011).
The development, test properties and performance of the
spelling test of Dutch words, developed as multi-segment CAT
will be discussed in some detail in the following.

The Item Bank
The item bank is based on descriptions of Dutch orthography
by Bosman et al. (2006). From these basic principles of Dutch
spelling, Keuning and Verhoeven (2007) derived the main
relevant categories for the measurement of the development
of Dutch spelling ability in primary schools. Distinguished are
words that are phonetic, analogy based, rule based, or visual
imprint words. Operationally, the spelling items (or target words)
are presented orally in a short sentence. For instance, “We take
the bus to school” . . . write down . . . “bus.” Children were asked
to spell the target word, such as “bus” in the example, by using

Each segment in a multi-segment CAT is seen as a CAT with
its own algorithm (see Figure 1) serving the specific purpose of
the (segment of the) test. The items in different segments on
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the computer keyboard. In addition, a repeat button is shown on
the computer screen so that the children can listen to the item
once more. The tests are administered individually. After a short
introduction, pupils work on their own.
In the study by Keuning and Verhoeven (2008), the
measurement structure of the item bank was first established.
Their results show that children’s spelling development can be
conceptualized as a one-dimensional and continuous learning
process across elementary grades 4 through 8 in the Netherlands.
The results of the factor analyses showed that the spelling tests
are highly dominated by a single factor. Furthermore, the results
of IRT analyses showed that the initially constructed separate
scales (i.e., the phonetic, visual-imprint, analogy-based, and
rule-based scales) are strongly related and it is reasonable to
conceptualize a single latent ability to underlie all of the spelling
items. Nevertheless, the results also revealed the tendency of the
children to master the four types of spelling items at different
points in their development.
In the final calibration phase of the item bank, 450 items were
administered to 10 subgroups in the primary school population,
particularly in grade levels 4 to 8, during the middle (M) and at
the end (E) of the school year, i.e., 4M, 4E, 5M, 5E, 6M, 6E, 7M,
7E, 8M, and 8E, in an incomplete design consisting of 30 modules
with items. The total sample size of 4,977 students was equally
distributed among the 10 subgroups (Keuning et al., 2011).
The total data set was calibrated in the one-dimensional 2PL
model (See equation 1) using the OPLM computer program
(Verhelst et al., 1995). In this software the incomplete dataset
can be run in one concurrent estimation of the 2PL model
with a limited number of discrimination values. For fitting
the model graphical model checks (observed vs. expected item
response curves) and statistics, with proven statistical properties
are available (Glas and Verhelst, 1995). The misfit of 24 items
was detected using M and S statistics. After several calibration
runs 426 items gave a good item fit (graphical, and M and
S statistics) and a reasonable fit with the global statistic, R1c
= 3,150, df = 2,137, p < 0.01, on one dimension (Glas and
Verhelst, 1995). These 426 items are distributed across the
content categories as phonetic words (68 items), rule-based
words (125 items), analogy words (131 items), and visual-imprint
words (102 items). Although the model fit on one dimension
was established, the average difficulty of the items belonging
to the content categories can be arranged from easy to more
difficult.
The difficulty of the items shown a good spread on the scale.
Phonetic words are generally less discriminating and are also the
easiest items. Analogy and rule-based words are more difficult.
Visual-imprint words are, on average, the most difficult. The
calibration results from the use of marginal maximum likelihood
with eight normal distributed subpopulations (Verhelst et al.,
1995) are summarized in Tables 1, 2. It is seen that the
populations show on average a little declining growth in ability
each half year. It can be concluded that the item bank is suitable
for the measurement of the development of spelling ability in
these populations.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the difficulty parameter and
the mean difficulty for each content category.
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TABLE 1 | Item bank spelling item parameters per subcategory.
Spelling category

Mean a

SD a

Mean b

SD b

Phonetic (ph)

2.22

0.66

−1.14

0.70

Analogy based (an)

3.65

1.25

0.04

0.68

Rule based (ru)

3.10

1.48

0.20

0.79

Visual imprint (vi)

3.72

1.59

0.48

0.69

Total

3.28

1.44

0.00

0.90

TABLE 2 | Item bank spelling mean and SD in normal distributed subpopulations.
Subpop

Sample

Mean

SD

4M

499

−0.70

0.35

4E

474

−0.50

0.32

5M

460

−0.22

0.34

5E

459

−0.05

0.38

6M

511

0.10

0.38

6E

503

0.23

0.38

7M

544

0.33

0.41

7E

538

0.49

0.39

8M

505

0.62

0.36

8E

484

0.69

0.37

The Spelling CAT
The spelling CAT is developed as a multi-segment test. The
content categories give the main rationale for the different
segments of this test. The common instruction for students to
answer the items within a category for each content category is
one reason. But the differences between the (average) difficulty
of the categories was an even more important reason for putting
these items together in a segment. Because this makes it possible
to test students efficiently without bothering them with items
from content categories that are not important for them yet
in their phase of development of the spelling ability. Being a
part of a monitoring system intended to support learning this
is very acceptable and favorable. The association between the
difficulty and the content of the items was considered in the
branching rules of the segmented test. The branching rules in this
test are based on a criterion related to the mastery of a certain
content subdomain. The stopping rules in each segment are based
on considerations on measurement accuracy of the individual
spelling ability and on available testing time.
In Figure 3, the flow of the multi-segment spelling CAT is
given. The test starts with phonetic words (the category with
the on average easiest items). If, after 15 items, the estimated
ability is below the 50% mastery point of all phonetic words
in the item bank (θc_ph = −1.138) testing is continued with 15
other phonetic words in order to get an accurate estimate of the
spelling ability. For these students testing stops after 30 items. If
the ability estimate after the first 15 items is higher than θc_ph
= −1.138, 20 items from all analogy or rule-based items are
administered. From both categories 10 items are administered.
Then, the current ability estimate, based on these 35 items, is
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FIGURE 2 | Distribution of difficulty parameters per subcategory, analogy-based (an), phonetic (ph), rule-based (ru), and visual-imprint (vi) words.

elements. In the first segment, the start is a randomly selected
phonetic word. Then, in all segments, item selection is based
on the maximum information at the current ability estimate,
which is, in turn, based on the responses in all items answered
thus far. Because of the low stakes character of the testing in
the monitoring system, only a light form of exposure control
(Sympson and Hetter, 1985) with maximum exposure of 0.7 was
implemented. Furthermore, a fixed-test length is applied in each
segment. Only in the segment with analogy and rule-based words
does content control is applied to ensure the administration of 10
items from each category.

Expected Performance of the Spelling CAT
In the development of the CATs, pre-operational simulation
studies play an important role. In these studies, the expected
performance of the test is predicted. The possible fulfillment of
the specifications and the cost of constraints of the CAT can be
established. The expected measurement or decision accuracy is
also set.
The expected performance of this multi-segment CAT was
determined through simulation studies with the use of the DOT
software (Verschoor, 2012). In the first phase of development the
properties of each segment were set. On the basis of a number of
simulation studies, the final settings of the presented algorithm
were established. The results for the performance of the complete
multi-segment spelling CAT are summarized in Tables 3, 4. The
basis for these results are simulations with 10,000 draws from
each subpopulation given in Table 2.
From Table 3, the mean and standard deviation of the
estimated b
θ are clearly almost the same as those in the population
ability distributions from which the simulees were sampled

FIGURE 3 | Flow of the CAT spelling test.

tested against the 50% mastery point of all analogy and rule-based
words in the bank (θc_arb = 0.127). If the ability estimate is below
this cutting point testing is stopped. If it is above this threshold,
testing is completed with the administration of 10 items of the
most difficult category of visual-imprint items.
Within each segment, items are administered according to a
CAT algorithm, in which items are selected on the demonstrated
performance during testing. The algorithm has the following
Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org
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From Table 3, although the youngest groups and the oldest
children are measured slightly less precisely, the reliability of the
spelling CAT is clearly high in all subpopulations.
In Table 4, the expected test lengths in the different
populations are given. As expected, especially in the lower
groups, the students will have advantages of shorter test lengths.
In group 4E, for instance, only 1% of the population is expected
to have the maximum test length of 45 items. Because of the goal
of the spelling CAT, this is a very satisfactory property.

TABLE 3 | Measurement accuracy and reliability spelling CAT.
RHO

−0.70

SDb
θ

RMSE

4M

Mean b
θ

0.35

0.14

0.87

4E

−0.54

0.32

0.12

0.88

5M

−0.24

0.34

0.10

0.93

5E

−0.03

0.38

0.09

0.95

6M

−0.01

0.38

0.09

0.95

6E

0.23

0.38

0.09

0.95

7M

0.37

0.40

0.10

0.94

7E

0.46

0.40

0.11

0.93

Population

8M

0.59

0.36

0.12

0.90

8E

0.65

0.37

0.12

0.90

DISCUSSION
Because of technological and psychometrical developments, CAT
has evolved from being a mere psychometric tool for the efficient
estimation of ability to a testing mode that can serve different
purposes of testing. CAT algorithms that serve the traditional
summative functions of testing in education and that meet
practical constraints have become available. In this study, three
main approaches in formative testing are distinguished, and these
are assessment for learning, diagnostic testing and data-based
decision making. Applying CATs in these settings is demanding
for other algorithms than commonly available. In assessment for
learning applications for instance the optimal learning path is
more important than efficient measurement; in diagnostic testing
the emphasis could be more on the detections of misconceptions
of students.
The multi-segment adaptive testing approach can be used to
address the practical restrictions of CATs in summative settings
but also to possibly serve a variety of testing purposes in
formative settings. The multi-segment adaptive testing approach
introduced in this study considers CATs as consisting of different
segments that can each have its own algorithm and that is
connected by branching rules. Many existing CAT applications
can be considered as a cases fitting in the multi-segment
approach.
In this study, the approach is illustrated by an operational
spelling test of Dutch words used in a data-based decisionmaking formative testing application. The results show that
multi-segment spelling CAT has potential to perform very well
in actual practice.
The multi-segment approach has been shown to be very
flexible. which will enable CATs to meet a variety of specific
testing goals in education.

TABLE 4 | Test length (tl) in the spelling CAT with percentages of population with
test length.
Population

Mean tl

SD tl

% with
tl = 30

% with
tl = 35

% with tl
= 45

4M

34.37

2.06

15

84

1

4E

35.02

2.03

5

92

3

5M

36.42

3.65

1

84

15

5E

38.24

4.73

1

67

32

6M

39.68

5.01

0

53

47

6E

41.01

4.91

0

40

60

7M

41.85

4.65

0

31

69

7E

43.14

3.89

0

19

81

8M

44.07

2.90

0

9

91

8E

44.32

2.52

0

7

93

(compared with Table 2). For the accuracy of the measurement
of the CATs, the root mean square error (RMSE) is considered.
With θj and θ̂j , the true and the estimated ability (3) of simulee
j = 1, ..., n is as follows:

RMSE =

sP

n
j=1 (θj

n

−b
θj )

(6)

The multi-segment CAT shows that the best measurement results
can be expected in the middle groups (5, 6, 7). This can also
be concluded from the estimated reliabilities of the CAT. In
simulation studies, this familiar index from classical test theory
is easily estimated by


rho = 1 − (

n
X
j=1

2

se(b
θj )/n)/(sd(θj )) .

AUTHOR’S NOTE
The reported results in this paper are based on simulation studies.
The input parameters for the simulations are based on published
studies.

(7)
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